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Two largest

gaming media in

Russia



Why does your brand need a gamers?

Female, 39%Male, 61%

* According to Yandex data for January 2019, Russia 

* According to Tinkoff journal research

Low income Below average income Above average income High income Premium income

Gamers grew up and become solvent*

The Russian gaming market ranks 11th in the world in terms of sales. 

The total volume of the Russian market is about $2 billion - about 2% of the 

global*

Many Russians aged 18 
and over play video 

games according to the 
All-Russian Center for the 
Stydy of Public Opinion. 

19%

55+

45–54

35–44

25–34

18–24

0–17

https://yandex.ru/adv/solutions/analytics/2019-research-game
https://journal.tinkoff.ru/stat-gaming/
https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/videoigry-i-kto-v-nikh-igraet
https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/videoigry-i-kto-v-nikh-igraet
https://wciom.ru/analytical-reviews/analiticheskii-obzor/videoigry-i-kto-v-nikh-igraet


Kanobuis an entertainment media for boys and girls aged 
16-35. Wetalk about movies, TV shows and games. We help 

the reader figureout how to exist in the digital world, where to 
invest their time andmoney.

kanobu.ru

https://kanobu.ru/


The audience of kanobu.ru

55 354 583 5 458 225 230 000+


79%


18% / 7%


247 074 401 32 227 986

Unique visitors per year 

2022

Unique visitors per month* Subscribers in our social media

of our readers live in Russia

Of our readers live in 
Moscow / in Saints-

Petersburg

Click here to see how many readers live in other regions of Russia

Page views per year

2022

Page views per month*

67% 33%
Male Female

18–24

25–34

35–44

45–54

55+

40%

29%

17%

7%

7%

18–24

25–34

35–44

45–54

55+

*Average for 2022

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1j9RM6F4ziKWom1DN6mNZCffYLipEtx3WWNZcCWgbbBU/edit?usp=sharing


Igromania is the most famous gaming media. It was 
created 25 years ago. Our main value is trust of our 

readers. We write the news and honestly analyze 
what is happening so that readers choice of a game 

or gadget based on our opinion.

igromania.ru

https://igromania.ru/


The audience of igromania.ru

40 032 562 4 263 380 890 000+


75%


22% / 6% 


143 519 072 12 165 615

Unique visitors per year 

2022

Unique visitors per month* Subscribers in our social media

of our readers live in Russia

Of our readers live in 
Moscow / in Saints-

Petersburg

Click here to see how many readers live in other regions of Russia

Page views per year

2022

Page views per month*

68% 32%
Male Female

*Average for 2022

41%

29%

17%

7%

6%

18–24

25–34

35–44

45–54

55+

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1j9RM6F4ziKWom1DN6mNZCffYLipEtx3WWNZcCWgbbBU/edit?usp=sharing


Formats of advertising 

Native advertising 
(what is it?)

Advertising 
integrations in our 
YouTube projects

Interactive special 
projects

Banners

Video banners

https://www.adjust.com/glossary/native-advertising/


Native advertising



Short news

Short news is the simplest text format. It is 
suitable for telling about an important or 
interesting event that has recently 
happened or is about to happen. 




      Examples

 Lineage2
 MSI

 KitKat

 From 7000 view
 The whole text is dedicated to the 

partner's brand or product, contains 
a link, a picture or a video




https://www.igromania.ru/news/110626/Obyavlena_data_vyhoda_Lineage2M.html
https://www.igromania.ru/news/110905/Chyornaya_pyatnica_prodolzhaetsya_moschnyy_kyeshbyek_ot_Intel_i_MSI.html
https://kanobu.ru/news/kitkat-vyipustil-seriyu-shokoladok-v-stile-league-of-legends-wild-rift-i-sozdal-slovar-gejmerov-433687/


Detailed news



Detailed news is an inverted pyramid news 
format: key message → details → 
background and context.



      Examples

 Apex Legend
 Epic Games

 Dying Light 
 Lineage2M

 From 20 000 view
 The whole text is dedicated to the 

partner's brand or product, contains 
a link, a picture or a video




https://www.igromania.ru/news/102179/V_Apex_Legends_prohodit_8_sezon-glavnoe_o_nyom_i_unikalnyh_chellendzhah.html
https://www.igromania.ru/news/106525/Epic_Games_i_House_of_the_Dev_startovali_konkurs_Unreal_Engine_Dev_Contest_2021.html
https://kanobu.ru/news/techland-nazvala-datu-reliza-dying-light-2-i-rasskazala-o-spetsialnyih-izdaniyah-igryi-436131/
https://kanobu.ru/news/razrabotchiki-lineage2m-obyavili-datu-i-vremya-zapuska-igryi-443837/


Featured articles and checklists

10 ways to go there, 5 reasons to stay 
here, 7 reasons to do it,

3 options to buy it now. Infinitely popular 
format

      Examples

 Ru Center  Call of Dut
 AliExpress

 From 20 000 view
 We write about the partner in 3-4 

paragraphs in different parts of the 
article (with links) and highlight the 
text about the partner




https://www.igromania.ru/article/32017/7_prichin_dlya_geymera_zapustit_svoy_sayt_v_2021_godu.html
https://kanobu.ru/articles/pyat-prichin-projti-novuyu-chast-serii-call-of-duty-376854/https://kanobu.ru/articles/pyat-prichin-projti-novuyu-chast-serii-call-of-duty-376854/
https://kanobu.ru/articles/vne-vremeni-10-vyigodnyih-pokupok-dlya-gejmera-na-aliexpress-376485/


Guides, instructions, explanations

Helpful articles, step-by-step 
explanations of complex processes. This 
format includes everything that answers 
the question "how to do this?"

      The example

 HP Omen

 From 20 000 view
 We write about the partner in 3-4 

paragraphs in different parts of the 
article (with links) and highlight the 
text about the partner




https://www.igromania.ru/article/31963/Kak_pravilno_strimit_na_noutbuke._Bolshoy_gayd.html


Personal experience of the author

Author's material about the experience of 
using a product or a service. Expectations 
and impressions → pros and cons → 
recommendations → a verdict.

      The example

 JBL

 From 20 000 view
 We can test your service or product. 
The whole text will be dedicated to 
it

 Alternatively, we can test a related 
product or service. In this case we 
write about the you in 3-4 
paragraphs inthe article (with links).




ONLY HERE

https://kanobu.ru/articles/obzor-jbl-partybox-310-gromkij-zvuk-iyarkaya-vneshnost-vodnom-korpuse-376009/?fbclid=IwAR2LwkNr9WvT2Chtqw2HUn6GkEKi0diJUPDVV28SGoMsX8Cb4LbWKZiElYk


"Iron workshop"

It is rubric for geeks. Each issue is dedicated to 
one new gadget. We test processors, video cards, 
desktops and laptops, peripherals, accessories 
etc.



We release each project as an article in Igromania.



Before publishing, we will test your gadget 
honestly. The test will take a long time.



 From 20 000 views for tex
 Full testing — from appearance to 

assembly

only here

      Examples

 MSI 
 Dell

 Salute TV

https://www.igromania.ru/article/32040/Obzor_i_test_noutbuka_MSI_Sword_A11UE_kogda_RTX_3060_ne_ustupaet_3070
https://www.igromania.ru/article/32055/Noutbuk-rekordsmen_Dell_G15_5511-107_Vt_na_RTX_3060.html
https://www.igromania.ru/article/32065/Salyut_TV_ili_Kak_Sber_prishyol_v_televizory.html


Other article options

We have listed many different options for 
articles. Butthese are not all of our 
formats. We are constantly trying to 
come up with new storytelling methods.

      Examples

 Hono
 Huawei

 From 20 000 views (under 
discussions)

 The previously mentioned partner 
integration options (under 
discussions). 




https://kanobu.ru/articles/vnezapnyie-tantsyi-nelepyie-koshki-i-skala-podrostok-zapomnivshiesya-v-2021-godu-trendyi-v-tiktok-376885/
https://kanobu.ru/articles/ot-svitka-do-elektroshokera-kak-analogi-smartfonov-vyiglyadyat-v-filmah-i-serialah-376863/


Branded block inside the material

A block branded in the partner's colors 
with a logo, text and button, located 
inside the text material. It is possible to 
add several blocks to a material.

Desktop Mobile

NEW

an additional option

ONLY HERE



Native Scroll
an additional option

Ваш гид в мире развлечений

NEW

Automatic seamless redirection to your 
site from our site. The person will read 
the text in Kanobu then he reach the 
finish of the text, continue scrolling and 
will lend on your site.



 Can be placed in any article or news.

ONLY HERE



Tests

The simplest and most popular game 
mechanics are A or B, true or not, black or 
white, warm or soft, and so on.

The tests are both entertaining and explaining.



      Examples

 Resident Evil 
(editorial)

 Ozo
 HP Ome
 Mortal Kombat

 From 20 000 view
 Logo in the header of material, 

mention in the introduction, 3 links 
insid

 Logo, slogan, slider with products 
(Kanobu) into questions and results 




https://www.igromania.ru/quiz/21/Ty_ne_proydyosh!_Samyy_slozhnyy_test_po_Resident_Evil.html
https://kanobu.ru/articles/konstruktor-pozhelanij-podbiraem-idealnyij-podarok-dlya-gejmera-376895/
https://kanobu.ru/articles/uzhe-sluchalos-isportit-noutbuk-smozhesh-ne-oblazhatsya-snova-376791/#quiz-341
https://kanobu.ru/articles/test-kto-tyi-iz-mortal-kombat-376372/


Bouncer Tests

A non-standard game format that 
helps to demonstrate our users 
what suits their interests.

 Logo in the header of material, 
mention in the introduction, 3 links 
insid

 Logo, slogan, slider with products 
(Kanobu) into questions and results 

ONLY HERE

NEW





Branded editorial series

A series of editorial content united by one 
theme that is close to the brand. The 
project takes a long time and covers a 
large audience.




      Examples

 HP Omen

 From 5 publications and mor
 From 50 000 views in tota
 Each material branded by log
 We write about you 3-4 times in 
different parts of each article, test 
etc.




 McDonald’s

ONLY HERE (under 
discussins)

https://kanobu.ru/plots/tak-sluchilos-igry-dlia-tekh-kto-plaval-tolko-v-vanne/
https://kanobu.ru/plots/tak-byvaet-neozhidannyi-uspekh/


Branded editorial series — Features of the announcement on the main page of the site

We make one big announcement for all 
publications in the series, even if the 
materials are published at different 
times. There is a partner logo on the 
announcement.

Desktop Mobile

ONLY HERE



Branded editorial series — Simple landing page for all publications

We create a simple landing page with 
your logo, where we place the 
announcements of all publications in 
the series. We can announce this page 
with various additional editorial tools.

Desktop Mobile

ONLY HERE



Branded editorial series — Material page

Integrating your message into the material

ONLY HERE

Desktop Mobile



What does the announcement of 
publications on Kanobu look like?



Except for the branded editorial series.



Announcement in the highlighted block in the news feed

Above the news feed, we add a pinned 
block. It is seen by all users who visit 
the site.

Desktop Mobile



Standard announcement 

Pinning announcements on the main 
page. Announcements consist of a title 
and the first picture of the material.

Desktop Mobile



Announcement of material in the news feed (the so-called waterfall)

The news feed appears on all pages of 
the site, not only on the home page. The 
announcement consists of a title.

Desktop Mobile



Anchored end-to-end line at the top of the site

The slogans and headlines announcing 
your material change regularly on the 
announcement.

Desktop Mobile



Announcement under other publications

After a person has read a publication, he 
can immediately start reading your 
material under it.

Desktop Mobile



Announcement in editorial materials

Recommendations in editorial materials on 
desktop and mobile versions of the site.

Desktop Mobile



Slider “Partner materials” in editorial materials

The slider with partner materials will be 
in editorial materials on desktop and 
mobile versions of the site.

Desktop Mobile

NEW



We announce some materials in out social networks

VK



184 000

Facebook



10 000

Twitter  

40 000

Telegram



4 000

Click here Click here Click here Click here

Amount of views 
in total for one 

package of 
announcements


7 000 

https://vk.com/kanobu
https://www.facebook.com/Kanobu
https://twitter.com/kanobu_ru
https://t.me/kanobu_ru


What does the announcement of 
publications on Igromania look like?



Except for the branded editorial series.



Standard announcement 

Anchored end-to-end 
line at the top of the site



Pinned 
announcement in a 
block with important 
materials

Button among 
headings



Announcement in recommendations under editorial publications



Text recommendations 
with links



Recommendations-
announcements 
consisting of 
pictures and titles



61

We announce some materials in out social networks

VK



673 000

VK films



54 000

Facebook


18 000 38 000

Telegram

Click here Click here

Click here Click here

30 000   

Amount of 
views in total for 
one package of 
announcements

https://vk.com/igromania
https://vk.com/igromania
https://vk.com/igromania_kino
https://www.facebook.com/Gamers2Gamers/
https://t.me/igromania


Advertising integrations in 
our YouTube projects



We have over 2 million subscribers

on our YouTube channels

Gaming channel Channel about films

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Q1vhf7wcR_zGlc5ahAg0A
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbaxk35aRh1DfXILkdPGukw


The show “ALL IN”

ALL IN is a video digest about the news of 
games, which is published on the YouTube 
and in VK Video.



Each episode lasts 5-7 minutes. The 
presenter talks about game updates, new 
gadgets and useful services.

      

      Examples:

      HP  •  СoD • Bookmate • «Туту»

 From 70 000 vie
 We integrate ads at the beginning of 
the episode. Advertising lasts up to 
1 minute. We agree on the scenario 
beforehead.



only here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kae6Gheos88&t=27s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Vb5zdf0moM&t=23s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMouBWiAq1E&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bceM9DXY10Q&t=43s


Show "Unpacking"

This is a simpler and faster version of the "Iron 
Workshop". In the project, we will unpack your 
new gadget, discuss design and 
specifications, launch it and test AAA-games 
and software on it.



Each episode lasts within 6-10 minutes, the 
video is dubbed by voiceover and published on 
YouTube and VK Video.

 From 40 000 views
 The project is dedicated to your 

product. We can add a promo code 
or something important for you

ONLY HERE

      Examples:



      MSI  •  Xbox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPYaV-6lUr4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wP13Q9x-qAw


"Game News" and "Cinema News"

Video on our YouTube channels and in VK 
Video about the main news of the week. 
Games — separately, movies / serials — 
separately.



Each episode lasts within 10-15 minutes 
and is dubbed by a voiceover.

 From 35 000 views
 We integrate ads at the beginning of 

the episode. Advertising lasts up to 
1 minute. We agree on the scenario 
beforehead.

ONLY HERE

    Examples

 Skillbo
 Elbrusboot

     

 Puzzle Englis
 ЦПШ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpenBmoZs7o&t=26s
https://youtu.be/tUfdDO3W_Cs?t=22
https://youtu.be/Mb2X--DLAMw?t=24%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=563qBj-89vE&ab_channel=%D0%98%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%8F%D0%9A%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%BE


... and our other YouTube 
ad formats

We can integrate you into shows about top 
games, news releases, or we can make a 

special video only about your brand or 
product.



Banners



Banner formats A horizontal banner 
1260 x 250


(100% x 250)

CTR: 0,2%



A banner in the 

sidebar

240 x 400

CTR: 0,1%

A side banner 

300 x 600

CTR: 0,1%

A mobile 
horizontal 

banner

CTR: 0,2%

Interscroller

CTR: 0,3%



Banner formats
A fullscreen


CTR: 1%

Боковой баннер 
300 х 600

CTR: 0,1%

A mobile fullscreen

CTR: 1%



Banner formats П-shaped branding of the site at a 
screen resolution from 1560


CTR: 0,5%
Mobile branding


CTR: 0,6%



Banner formats Г-shaped branding of the site at a 
screen resolution from 1240 to 

1559

CTR: 0,5%

Боковой баннер 
300 х 600

CTR: 0,1%

Mobile branding

CTR: 0,63%



Banner formats

A CatFish

CTR: 1%

A mobile CatFish

CTR: 3%



One format from special 
projects



Interactive super banners

We will develop an interactive animated 
banner in full screen format individually for 
your task.



It could be a mini-game, a short animated 
story, or something else that we come up 
with together.

 From 1 000 000 view
 CTR от 2%





And that's not all!

We constantly come up with and develop new text, 
game and video formats that are suitable for our 
partners in order to tell about their products and 

services.




We will definitely tell you about them when you give 
us your breif.



Our partners



reklama@kanobu.ru

Thank you!

mailto:reklama@kanobu.ru

